Whatever the threat,
we’re your best line
of defense.
SAST SOLUTIONS: Software Suite, Consulting and
Managed Services for your SAP Security & Compliance.

What’s protecting you from
cyber attacks?

Your IT security is our number
one concern – in real time.
There are countless possibilities for attacking SAP systems,
both inside and out. But we know just as many ways to protect these systems. We call it “4D SAST SOLUTIONS”. This package
provides all-around protection for your SAP system with real-time
monitoring.
Our SAST SUITE supports your governance, risk and compliance (GRC) strategies,
from assessing risk to securing your SAP ERP and S/4HANA systems, down to identity
and user access management.
That is not all! On top of that, you can book all of the options mentioned above as
managed services. This means letting us handle constantly assessing and monitoring your
SAP landscape for any system vulnerabilities, critical authorizations and access violation.
No matter what you decide, we‘re your best line of defense.

All solutions from one source.
4D SAST SOLUTIONS

Every second company worldwide has been the victim of at least one significant IT security incident. SAP systems are
increasingly targeted in such attacks. The growing complexity of system environments and the usual limited security
experience of many employees often leaves serious security gaps. Ignorance and panic will not help here, but securing
your SAP system properly certainly will.
AKQUINET provides perfect solutions for you. We specialize in holistic security for SAP environments and our
multifaceted service spectrum is waiting for you to make us your capable IT security partner. In addition to our
proprietary software, our SAST SOLUTIONS also offer all-around protection for your SAP ERP and S/4HANA
systems includes consulting experts and managed services.

IDENTITY AND USER
ACCESS MANAGEMENT

& GRC Consulting
• Authorization
Analysis
• SoD
Role Management
• Safe
Go-Live Management
• Superuser
Management
•

SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE

•
•
•
•
•

Real-time Security Monitoring
Threat Detection
SIEM Solutions
Risk & Compliance Management
Managed Dashboard

SAP
PLATFORM
SECURITY

“In 94% of our security reviews, we were able to
successfully gain access to the systems in less than
one hour, and none of our attempts were recognized
by monitoring systems.”
Ralf Kempf, CTO SAST SOLUTIONS.
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Security Consulting
• Technical
System
Security
& Interface Analysis
• Conﬁguration Management
• Vulnerability Scans & Penetration Testing
• Source
Scans & Remediation
•Data LossCode
Prevention
•
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Stay protected on all levels.

What makes the SAST SUITE unique:

Keep your guard up.

•

SAP security and compliance for your SAP ERP and S/4HANA systems in real time

•

More than 4,000 automated tests and security notes for a comprehensive system check

•

25 predefined authorization testing rules with more than 800 conflict-free role templates

•

Takes into account recommendations from SAP, German SAP User Group (DSAG) and the
German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)

•

Complete logging of unwanted downloads from your systems

•

Protect sensitive personal data by logging the read accesses in the SAP HCM environment

•

Reports with well-defined recommendations for action

•

Certified for SAP NetWeaver, HANA and S/4HANA

Also for SAP
Cloud-Solutions

Numerous advantages for you:
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SAST SUITE

Real-time monitoring

Application
level

Database/
Infrastructure
level

When it comes to attacks from hackers, espionage, manipulation, misuse of rights and data theft, you could be facing significant
risks and making yourself an easy target if your SAP systems are not
protected at every level.

SAP conﬁgurable checks

•

Ready to run in just a few hours

•

No additional hardware or software necessary – the SAST SUITE is installed as an SAP add-on

•

Intuitive operation reduces the learning curve for your employees

•

The high level of automation and pre-configuration conserve your internal resources

SAP authorization

•

One-click overview of your current risk and compliance status

SAP basis system

•

Optionally integrate your specific security and compliance policies

•

Easy integration of your SIEM or IdM tool status

•

The SAST SUITE is available in nine languages and used worldwide

Database
Network

Operating syst

em

SAST SUITE
forIndividual
EPR or S/4HANA
Modular
design.
possibilities.

A STRONG FOUNDATION BUILT ON PLATFORM SECURITY
Use SAST SUITE to put your SAP ERP and S/4HANA. infrastructure, databases and custom ABAP development to the test and
analyze your system interfaces.
SYSTEMATIC AUTHORIZATION MANAGEMENT
SAST SUITE allows you to set up automatic role management, eliminate conflicts from the segregation of duties and, as a result,
better control the access rights of all users – including privileged users. Our software can also self-adjusts your authorizations
and slimming them down significantly, without restricting your day-to-day business.
REAL-TIME RISK MANAGEMENT
Constant 360-degree detection rounds out your SAP ERP and S/4HANA security. Our intelligent monitoring solutions, such
as the Management Dashboard, mean you always have an overview of the current SAP security status, identify critical
incidents and can take counter-measures right away.

PLATFORM SECURITY

IDENTITY AND USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT

SECURITY INTELLIGENCE

System Security Validation

Authorization Management

Self-Adjusting Authorizations

Risk and Compliance Management

Interface Management

User Access Management

Superuser Management

Security Radar

Code Advisor

Role Management

HCM Read Access Monitoring

Management Dashboard

Code Remediator

Safe Go-Live Management

Download Management

Password Self Service
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For your company’s digital future.
We’ll bring your SAP security up to speed.
SAP AUTHORIZATION CONSULTING
We can help you start over from scratch in authorization management or redesign your established concepts for optimal
clarity. Our project models allow for a high degree of flexibility and they are tailored to your particular requirements.

SAST CONSULTING

For this we implement our proven SAST SUITE for all authorization projects and can optimize automation to shorten
project runtime by up to 70%, going easy on your project
budget in the process.
Thanks to our “Safe Go Live” approach or our selfadjusting authorizations, you do not need to worry
about any interruptions to your workday.

“Most companies are generally aware that a comprehensive
security & compliance solution is necessary. However, a
frightening number don’t take action, despite ever-present
threats.”

Florian Wunder,
COO SAST SOLUTIONS

Meanwhile, is your next audit right around the
corner? Once we show you your priority-one
findings, you‘ll be able to relax as the big day
approaches.
ARE YOU S/4HANA READY?
Most likely one of the biggest tasks currently facing all SAP managers is the
necessary migration to S/4HANA, as support for SAP ERP will expire in the near
future.
In our experience, we find that project kickoff is when many companies truly realize
how many differences there are between SAP ERP and S/4HANA. Even more concerning
is the fact that SAP security is often ignored completely during a migration.

In our experience, in far too many cases, the way companies
neglect the security of their SAP system is borderline reckless.
It‘s rare that we come across cases where the infrastructure has
been properly hardened and effective authorization management is an everyday priority. That‘s why most threats are identified far too late.
Our SAP security and compliance experts have an outstanding
level of proficiency when it comes to safeguarding your SAP ERP
and S/4HANA landscapes in real time. They know how to protect you against every kind of incursion, including hacks, espionage, manipulation, rights violations, or data theft.
What makes us truly unique, however, is how we combine our
very own SAST SUITE software with a series of best practices.
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SAP SECURITY CONSULTING
To assess the risk exposure of your SAP landscape, we identify
all the potential attack vectors – from your infrastructure, the
parameters and settings of your SAP systems, to the check of
your source code.

For this reason, we are looking forward to advising you on the most important questions: Is a
brownfield or greenfield approach the right one for the design of your new authorization concept?
Do you transform your roles from the old system, or do you better rebuild your authorizations? You will
benefit from our experience with successfully implemented migration projects and individual recommendations for action from the SAST experts.
And our SAP Security Consultants will be happy to help you identify and eliminate any security
vulnerabilities on the SAP HANA application server, your operation system or the databases.

On request, we can also aid you in eliminating all the vulnerabilities we find and advise you on securing your systems for the
long term.
And if your company‘s migration to SAP HANA is right
around the corner, our SAP security experts are
the ideal partner for safeguarding your systems and ensuring all the necessary
security settings before you start
your transition.
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It’s your choice – make or buy.
Your SAP is on pole position for us.

“You can’t blame a company for lacking resources or,
oftentimes, expertise. Nevertheless, the subject of SAP
security and compliance continues to become
increasingly difficult to keep up with.”
Bodo Kahl, CEO SAST SOLUTIONS

THIS IS HOW WE SUPPORT YOUR PLATFORM SECURITY:
• Hardening your SAP system and monitoring critical system configurations
• Evaluating risks and cleaning up your ABAP code
• Ongoing health check and constant threat analyses
• Preventing critical system changes, transactions and reports, etc.
• Logging unwanted downloads from your systems

SAST MANAGED SERVICES

THIS IS HOW WE SUPPORT YOUR USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT:
• Continual authorization management
• Optimizing your user request and change workflows
• Preventing conflicts from segregation of duties
• Supporting role design with the help of template roles for the key SAP modules, completely SoD conflict-free

Your advantages:
HIGHEST POSSIBLE SECURITY
We exclusively employ security experts to agree a dependable service level with you.
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
Our security settings and attack databases are constantly being updated.
REAL-TIME MONITORING
We notify you promptly after identifying security risks, depending on the severity of the results.
STRENTHENING YOUR RESOURCES
Our experts quickly take a load off your back and provide initial results in just a few days.
COST REDUCTION
Our support service already includes your SAST licenses.
NO CRYPTIC INCIDENT NOTIFICATIONS.
We provide contextual information and clear recommendations.

Managed SAP Security Services
YourUnsere
security
is always on our radar.
Checking for vulnerabilities, flawed configurations, and critical authorizations on a regular basis is the only reliable way to ensure SAP
system security. Systematically securing SAP systems is, however, technically complex, time intensive and requires a high degree of
personnel commitment. Most companies are far from being able to respond to issues in real time. Decision-makers thus face a
fundamental question: Should they make or buy their way to SAP security and compliance?

Intelligent ﬁltering

Update positive/negative list
False-positive matches

YOU RUN YOUR BUSINESS. WE HANDLE THE SECURITY RISKS.
Digitalization projects are often top priority for companies. However, protecting IT systems from cyberattacks is frequently neglected because they are believed to be unlikely. In addition to the lack of free internal capacity, limited
experience in the specialized field of SAP security often gets in the way of companies securing their SAP systems.

SE

Our Managed Services provide you with a holistic SAP security and compliance solution – remotely or on
location and for SAP ERP as well as for S/4HANA.
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Security incidents
1 million
lines
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1.000
events
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Companies who’ve decided
to play it safe with us.

Linde
“The experience of AKQUINETs
security experts supported us
immeasurably in redesigning our
risk management approach.”

over

3,5

USERS

200

MILLION S A P
Nordwest
“With the SAST SUITE, we have
established a completely new basis
for our authorization structures. In
this way, we save time and money
in the long term, and can be sure of
legal compliance.”

2000

Minol
“Our cooperation with AKQUINET is
based on a strong partnership, and
we particularly appreciate the fact
that assistance with questions or issues is provided on very short notice.”

(An alphabetical listing of selected customers)
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3 times

CUSTOMERS
s.Oliver
“The SAST SUITE saves us
around 20 work days for an
audit. As a result, we boost
our security and compliance,
while minimizing time spent.”

WORLDWIDE

PROTEC TED
SAP SYSTEMS

S AT I S F I E D

Baerlocher
“Our IT resources are limited, so both the solution
scope and modular layout of the SAST SUITE are
ideal for us.”

SAP-certified
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What makes your
SAP more secure?
A strong team.
Based in Hamburg, Germany, AKQUINET employs a workforce of more than
900 people. Our company units are organized into owner-managed midsize
enterprises, which means they are both flexible and highly efficient. As a selffinanced IT business, we’re also independent of manufacturers and banks.
AKQUINET is your strong and competent specialist SAP partner. We handle
implementation and optimization down to real-time security solutions for
SAP ERP and S/4HANA systems. In addition to our proprietary software
suite, our SAST SOLUTIONS also offer consulting and managed services.
This guarantees all-around threat protection for you. Our SAP security
and compliance specialists draw on extensive expertise in project
management – and naturally at an international level.

NM-1909

More than 200 customers worldwide now rely on our expertise
to protect their SAP systems – and over 3.5 million SAP
users – from hacker attacks, espionage and data theft.

akquinet AG | Paul-Stritter-Weg 5 | 22297 Hamburg, Germany | sast@akquinet.de 	
All logos, brand names and names of products or services are registered trademarks of the respective companies.

www.sast-solutions.com

